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Morten Hansen is currently Professor in Entrepreneurship at INSEAD and also at theUniversity of California, Berkeley. He was a professor at
HarvardBusiness School for seven years during which time he taught on the topics of leadership, strategy implementation, corporate
entrepreneurship and building great companies. Professor Hansen's research is focused on collaboration, managing in turbulence,
innovation and social networks.
Morten Hansen is one of the foremost experts in the world of Collaboration and Building Great Companies

In detail

Languages

Morten Hansen holds a Ph.D. in Business Administration from

He presents in English.

Stanford University. His academic research has been published in
leading international academic journals including the Harvard

Want to know more?

Business Review and has been recognised for making

Give us a call or send us an e-mail to find out exactly what he

exceptional contributions to the field of organization studies. His

could bring to your event.^How to book him/her?Simply phone,

article "How to Build Collaborative Advantage" received the Sloan

fax or e-mail us.

Management Review/ PricewaterhouseCoopers Award for the
article that has contributed most significantly to the enhancement
of management practice. He has been a senior management
consultant to the Boston Consulting Group and advises regularly

Publications
2011
Great by Choice: Uncertainty, Chaos, and Luck--Why Some Thrive

large companies worldwide.

Despite Them All (with Jim Collins)
2009

What he offers you
Professor Hansen's insights are invaluable not only for business
leaders but to every individual trying to achieve long-term

Collaboration: How Leaders Avoid the Traps, Create Unity, and Reap Big
Results

outstanding performance in changing and uncertain worlds.

How he presents
Morten Hansen is a consummate speaker who has worked with
major corporations delivering insightful keynote speeches and
running workshop for senior managers and directors throughout
the world.

Topics
Collaboration in Companies
Leadership: Going from Good to Great
Building World-Class Companies
Achieving Excellence
Leading Change
Managing Innovation
Social Networks
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